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Guidance of students into courses for which they are most suited 
and into avenues of work where they may best gain a livelihood has 
become an increasingly difficult and interesting problem for educators . 
It is hoped that this study will bring to light further facts that will 
aid in the broad field of guidance . Numerous statistical studies in 
shorthand have been made on the high school level, but few have been 
done with the work of college students as the criteria. A casual sur-
vey of the research done in this field brings many questions to mind. 
It certain facts hold true on the high school level, do they 
still hold on the college level? How does a statistical analysis of 
shorthand grades as related to grades in academic subjects in Oklahoma 
Agricultural and Mechanical College compare with those of secondary 
schools, or with those of other colleges? This thesis has been writ-
ten as a partial answer to these questions and to others of a similar 
nature . Herein, an attempt is made to arrive at the truth concerning 
grade relationships, for "Research is nothing more than a careful, 
systematic search for truth . "l 
Purpose 
It is the purpose of this study to establish correlations between 
grades in shorthand and grades in the following college academic sub-
jects: accounting, economics, English, foreign language, geography, 
1 E. G. Blackstone, "Evaluation of Research Techniques, " The 
National Business F.ducation gµarterly, 10 (May, 1942), 8. 
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history, mathematics, science (general), typewriting, and total grade 
point average . A careful examination of each correlation., along with 
other statistical compilations will be made in order to arrive at cer-
tain deductions in regard to the following: To ascertain if there is 
any significant correlation between shorthand grades and grades in the 
listed academic subjects of college students . To find if the corre-
lation between shorthand grades of college students and the composite 
average, or grade point average., is greater or less than that of indi-
vidual subjects . To determine to what extent and with what degree of 
accuracy shorthand grades of college students can be predicted from 
grades in these academic subjects . To discover if there a.re any ap-
preciable differences in the correlations found in grades of 
Oklahoma ricultural and Mechanical College students of commerce and 
those found in previous studies of high school students, or of other 
colleges . Aside from the examination of the statistical data collected., 
it is the purpose of this study to recommend that further studies be 
made , especially along lines other than with academic subjects; and, 
that this study be used to assist in setting up more definite guidance 
programs . 
Scope !!E, Delimitation 
Instruction in the Division of Commerce or Oklahoma . gricultural 
and Mechanical College of Stillwater., Oklahoma, is offered in two sepa-
rate schools., the School of Conrnerce and the School of Intensive 
Business Training. 
These two schools re maintained for the urpose of serving 
the needs of two groups or students who desire to continue their 
formal education beyond the secondary school-the School o~ 
Commerce for students who desire to pursue a collegiate course 
of study leading to t he bachelor's degree; the School of 
Intensive Business Training for students who are not interested 
in a degree course, but who desire specific vocational train-
ing designed to prepare for the various types of routine jobs 
with business concerns and with public agencies . 
Training for the broad field of business pursuits on the 
higher or professional level is offered in the collegiate School 
of Commerce, while so-called practical or vocational training 
for these same pursuits is offered 1n the School of Intensive 
Business Training.2 
It is with the tom.er group that this study is made, for here cer-
tain academic subjects are required . An attempt was made to include 
subjects that were studied by a majority of those enrolled in the School 
of Commerce, and subjects dealing with as many phases of the educational 
field as possible . -Only students who have graduated from the School of Commerce with 
six or more hours in shorthand during the years 1936- 1941 inclusive, will 
be included. Two hundred cases have been chosen at random upon which to 
base the findings . 
Teachers ' grad.es are used as the criteria upon which the study is 
based. Because of the idespread criticism of teachers ' grades in recent 
years, it is recognized that their use for criteria is one of the lim.i-
tations of the study. However, in the Oklahoma Agricultural and l..techanical 
College, they are the only accepted measures o! upil achievement . Gradu-
ation from college depends· entirely on grades giv n by teachers. Pupils 
are ranked for honors and for recommendations on the basis of teachers ' 
grades . Despite the fact th t such grades are likely to be subjective 
and may be unjust, they are still the criteria of success in rating 
pupils in most of the schools and colleges of the country. McCall says, 
2 General Catalogµ.e, Bulletin, Oklahoma Agricultur land echanical 
College , 41:8 (karch, 1944), 138. 
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"Teachers' marks are important because they are now, and will continue 
for some time to be, the most universal method of rating pupils . In 
fact, they may continue forever to be the criterion for classificat on. »3 
That the factors which they measure vary from teacher tote cher and from 
time to time for the same teacher does not alter the fact that the ac-
cepted measure of how successful a upil is in any given course is the 
teacher's estimate of that pupil's success. As a matter of fact, where 
number of teachers' grades in a number of courses are concerned, they 
have been found to be valid measures for predicting subsequent academic 
success. 
Teachers of commercial subjects often insist that their grades are 
quite objective . They claim that pupils are graded strictly on the 
basis of performance and that performance in stenogr phy is easily and 
objectively measured. 
Sources of Data 
The data for this study ere obtained from the personal record files 
in the office of the School of Commerce and from records in the Registrar's 
Office . Pennission was granted by the respective Deans to pull record 
sheets from their files for the purpose o~ securing the teachers' grades 
for the two hundred students used. 
Methods nd Procedure 
The correlation method is used pr imarily in preparing this study. 
It is, according to Good, Barr, and Scates, 
3 Howard J . Banker, 11The Significance of Teachers' 
of Educational Research, 16 October., 1927), 160. 
rks, 11 Journal 
or modern origin; but is already ranked high among the important 
research ethods in education. It enables one to approach the 
problems or causal :n,lationships in terms of degrees of both the 
contributing and the dependent factors, rather than in terms of 
the dichotomies upon which one nn.u,t Nly in the use of various 
other methods.4 
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In order that the findings of others might be compared tl th the f indi us 
of this study, the library method was used also . The reading of the 
research done by others served as an inspiration in this work as well as 
an aid in interpretation. 
The procedure is based upon the collection or r cts necessary for a 
st tistica.l analysis . list or those who had graduated with a major in 
Business Education and Secretarial Administration during the years 1936-
1941 inclusivo, was made . Since this list did not give the tvro hundred 
names desired forte study, it s necessary to pull through the other 
record sheets to find sufficient students with the required. six hours to 
complete the list. ter a complete list as made of the two hundred 
students, tally heet was made of all grades .required in the study. 
All grades were figured on an hourly average basis. The mathematical 
figures from the tally sheet were transferred to a Pearsonian rorksheet 
and the following mathematical computations were made: arithmetical 
means of both the dependent and independent variables (X and Y), 
regression equation (Y . a + bX), the standard error of estimate (Sy), 
coefficient of correlation (r), coefficient of determination (r2), and 
the standard error of coefficient of correlation ( '7" r) . Graphs showing 
information brou tout in the computations are inserted after each 
table so as to give more pertinent picture or some of the findings . 
4 C. V. Good, . • S. Barr, and D. E. Scates, thodology of 
Educational Research , p. 548. 
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Information and findings acquired through the mathema,tical eompu-
tation.s and through the study of other r•esea.rch 1,•Jork will be used to 
up t,he hJ.ltmce of this study. 
Definitions 
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So as to make for cle,1J:·ness t.h'roUJ£t,hout the discussion in the £ollow-
ing pages, a. :few of the terms will be discussed here. ;, statistical 
ana1.;y-~i§. is the analyzing of the aritru:!letical coraputations r1crade fr,o.rn. the 
data or statistics collected. Grades refer to the system used in the 
college for !',ii.ting st.udents as to the type of work they are doir1g. In 
the Okl~,horno!, ,~gricultur;1,l and l'lfech~nietl College grades .run as follows: 
Urnde I,, 93-100; grade B, 85-92; gr.s:ide C., 77-BJ.; grad,] D, 70-76; i,md 
grade Fis a.nyth:ing below 70. 
'!'he . academic ~.bjeota used in this study as e. basis of oorrelis,tion 
with shorthand are accounting, eeonorrdcs, English, foreign language, 
geography, history, ma;them..'ltics, science (ge:ner<?.l) ,. an.d typ1:nvriting. 
A nur.dl:,er of terms cormnon to stat.istieal studies are used. Uo at-
tempt will be made to go into a, study of these tern1s, but for the sake 
of clearness a few words will be said about ee,ch. For a, more complete 
explanation of t.hese terms, any text on statistics may be used. 
Rezression is the measure of the nverage relationship found between 
the t.,10 variables in terms of the given grades. 
The coefficient of ~orrelation is s measure of the amount of vsri-
iition in shorthand that is associated vdt.h or accounted for by the 
variation in t,he academic subject, expressed in terms of unity. 
'11he coefficient of determination is a true percentage of the portion 
of one va:dable that is associ2\,ted vdth the other. It is simply the 
7 
square of correlation and is usually more easi ly understood. The re-



























The standard error of estimate measures the scatter of the data on -
either side of the regression line, and in a nor.mal distribution this 
includes about 68.27 per cent of the items. 
The standard error of the coefficient of correlation measures the 
amount that the original computation may vary, both plus and minus. The 
probable error is used in most statistical studies, but it measures only 
a .50- 50 probability while the standard error measures a 68-J2 probability. 
This makes the standard error a much more desirable measure. 
8 
CHAPTER II 
SURVEY OF REL TED MATERIALS 
Much research and study have been done dealing with the relation-
ship found between shorthand grades and those received i n other subjects 
on the high school level, especially from the standpoint of prognostic 
tests and the study of English . Only one other study has been found 
that used the work of college students as a basis. Lists of commercial 
education research were found in the United States Office of Education 
Bulletins for the years 1929 through 1941; in the "Conmercial Education 
Research Abstracts," by Dr. E.G. Blackstone of the University of Iowa 
in the Business F.duca.tion World for October, 1933, and April, 1934; in 
a bibliography completed by Dr. Blackstone and published in the 
Business Education orld in March, 1934; and in the Bibliography of 
Research Studies in Business Education, 1920-1940, published by Delta 
Pi Epsilon in 1943. A further study of art:i.cles pertaining to the 
subject in periodicals was made . 
The thesis of Fairah Cruzan, 11Predicting Shorthand Ability by 
Prognostic Testing, 111 was based upon tests and grades of students in the 
School of Intensive Business Training of Oklahoma Agricultural and 
Mechanical College. tl.ss Cruzan found the correlations to be so low 
that the tests were little better than guesses in prognostic work. 
Published abstracts of theses on the general subject of prognosis 
for stenography may be classified as (1) those which deal with the 
1 Fairah Cruzan, "Predicting Shorthand Ability by Prognostic Tests," 
Master's Thesis, Oklahoma gricultural and Mechanical College, 1942. 
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relatiot1sh:i.p of' intelll,ttenee, as determined by I. Q., to stenography; 
and (2) those 'tvhich deal wlth the predictive value of tGJachers' grades 
in other school subjects, or w:i.th the predictive value of certain ob-
jective tests, for stenography. The only conclusion tha.t may be made 
:,it present with. regard to the relG,tion of I. and stenography is tha:t 
lor\i' hut :significant cor·relat:ton exists bet1,,1otn1 scores on ex.i.sting int.el-
1'Jazie R. Cooley ,2 in her study CHl nri.elation ()f the I. Q. Success in 
to 
Thex"e is 3!-111!'.ger group of studies on tfl~ sub,ject of prognosis in ~-. .........,____··--· 
Strr'.l,bel in their stud;y: 
:l'he measure which best predicts begirn1i.ng shorthand ex&mination 
grades or term a;verages is the previous year'r, school average or the 
~,verage ,of all final ex;imin.:ith;ns ta1<en by the student during hieh 
school. It is a bit .surprising to find that the best predictive 
.measure for ,:0. $Ubject which depends as much upon finger dexterity 
a.nd eye-hand coordination as shorthand is a.n avera,ge of all previous 
t'H:icon.d.ary schot:tl. vrork. • • • 'l'he l1aportance of motivation, appli-
cation, and ac,,uiemic interest. J.s t1ereby in.ore and 1r1ore emphasized in 
contrast ;v"lth measures o.f so-called intelligence • .3 
In order to get paired groups, these inve::rtigators sought the best 
predictive measure,;1 possible for school grackw in shorthand. 'they cor-
related teacher's g:i.'e,des on the first-semester shorthand ex.amination 
~: Mazie R. Cooley, HJielation of the I. Q. t:luc:cess in Learning Short-
hand and 'l'ypem-iti,¥J,-u Master's Thesis, University of Pit,tsburgh, 1928. 
3 Mazie F..arle Wagner and Eu.nice Strabel, "I1aproving Shorthand 
Grndes,n 13usiness Education Viorld, 15-10 (June, 1935), 827. 
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and the term aver ges as represented by te~chers' gr des for first-
se ster shorthand with sophomore school averages , total Regents • average, 
sophomore average in English, Terman Group Test of ment al age, Inglis 
Vocabulary Test , Hoke Prognostic Test of Stenogr phic Ability, a ten-
minute opposites t est, Buffalo lie ding Comprehension Test, nd Buffalo 
Reading Raw Scores. Correlations ranged fro .14 between the Buffalo 
Reading Raw Score and term average in beginning shorthand to .65 be-
tween the shorthand term examination and sophomore school aver ge . The 
conclusion of Dr. ,wagner and Miss Strabel was: 
It will be readily seen that the most predictive .measures 
available, prior to actual shorthand experience, are the school 
average for the previous year and the .ttegents' or final examin-
ation average of all examinations taken before studying this 
subject .4 
A thesis, unpublished but very briefly discus e in the United ~tates 
Office of Education Bulletin in hich it is listed, is entitled 11The 
Relationship -of Intelligence and the Relationship of the Kno ledge of 
English nimum Essentials t o the s tudent' s Ability to Tr rtscribe Shorthand . tt 
It was ritten as a master's t hesis in 1931 by !'"'ranees I . Kinne . One hun-
dred twenty subjects were involved in the study. The abstract says: 
The coefficient of correlation (in every comparison) is so very 
low that the only conclusion which can be drawn is that there is 
apparently no relationship between intelligence and the ability to 
transcribe shorthand or bet ween knowledge of English minimum essen-
tials and the ability to transcribe shorthand as detennined by the 
study. 5 
There is marked similarity between the investigation reported by 
May.mond J . Worley in hi$ thesis entitled, "Relati ve Value ot the I . Q. 
4 Ibid. , pp. 825-826. 
5 United States Bureau of Education Bulletin, No. 16, 1932, p . 355. 
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and Teachers• Marks for Predicting Succes i n Shorthand, and the thesis 
of Margaret Ellen Heil entitled, 11The Value of t he I. Q. and Te chers' 
Marks in Certain High School Subjects for Predicting Teachers• Harks in 
Stenography. 0 In an article, "Prognosis in Shorthand," 1.tr. forley dis-
cusses the findings of his atudy.6 He wanted to find out "how. well the 
marks in shorthand as given can be predicted from other marks as given 
ad from the I. Q. 7 He correlated marks in shorthand with the I. Q. 
and with marks in junior high school English, senior high school English, 
penmanship, modern l anguage, science ·and ma.thematics. He also used the 
multiple correlation technique to determine whether a. combination of 
modern language and junior high school 1'nglieh showed any higher corre-
1.ation. Correlations in this study ranged from .398 between the I. Q. 
and grades in shorthand, to .759 between grades in modern languages and 
grade in shorthand. He found that grades in modern language (French, 
Spanish, and German) had seven times the weight of the I . Q. rating and 
about twice the value of grades in junior high school English in deter-
ning the probable marks in shorthand. A multiple correlation of modern 
l anguage, junior high school English, and the I . Q. with shorthand gave 
an index of .709. It is evident, in • ~orleyta study, that teachers' 
grades in modern language have the highest predictive value of any single 
high-achool subject for stenography, and teachers' grades in junior high 
school English the next greatest predictive value. 
Harold E. Cowan, in his article entitled "Vocational Business Ability 
'l'esting from the Schoolman's Viewpoint," makes the statement that: 
6 Raymond J. forley, "Prognosis in Shorthand," !ti.!. Journal ot 
Business Education, 6t4 (September, 1931), 15-16. 
7 Ibid. , p. 15. 
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Perhaps one means of meeting business standards in our schools 
would be to develop a better system of guidance in the choices of 
courses by students themselves; and that school boards are approach-
able with respect to this matter, because they ma~e lt their busi-
nes to consider what teachers bring before them. . 
A .tl'Wllber of people believe that, tor one to be succeesful11 in the 
study of shorthand, he must have a high I . Q., and that, to be able to 
learn and use shorthand, one must be well learned in English . Accord-
ing to Hoard • Munford,9 the key to skill in shorthand, as in English, 
is the acquisition of an adequate vocabulary. 
It is true that stenographers do have occasion to check numbers and 
names, and use English in office work, and some are given the opportunity 
to use their better judgment-not necessarily requiring a high I. Q., 
but of such sufficiency that intelligent decisions can be made . 
A number of educators have designated success in English a pre-
requisite to the study of shorthand. Paul L. Turse says that, 
general English marks may give a clue as to the effective use or 
language in shorthand transcription, but they do not give much clue 
to the t>Upil I s potential resourcefulness in learning, recording, 
combining and interpreting shorthand symbols. Therein, probably 
lies the chief weakness ot Englls~marks as a predictive instrurnent.10 
Marson A. Sherman,11 in his study, analyzed shorthand for the pur-
pose of determining the actual ~ntal and physical activities partici-
pated in by first year students. Some of his correls.tions ran much 
8 Harold :S. Cowan., ''Vocational Business Ability Testing from the 
Schoolma.n•s Viewpoint,tt Education, 58:4 (December, 1937), 209. 
9 Howard M. Munford, "Present Day Trends in Business Training, " 
!!:!! .American Shorthand Teacher, 10 (March, 1930), 249. 
10 Paul L. Turse, "The Selection of Pupils tor Stenographic Courses," 
Eastern Commercial Teachers Association, Fourteenth Yearbook, (1941), 3()8. 
11 Marson A. Shennan, u Study of Prognosis in Shorthand.," 
Business .Education World, 22:8 (April, 1942), 697. 
higher than those of most other research workers. Among so.me of the 
significant factors chosen, his corre1ations were: 
Shorthand and general grade-point averaCYe 
Shorthand and English 
Shorthand and typewriting 
Shorthand and speed or niotion reaction 
Shorthand and spelling 
Shorthand and penmanship quality 









From these figures it can be seen that the English achievement correlation 
with shorthand, as .found by Sherman, varies to a great extent from the 
findings of Raymond. J . orley. This could, of course, be the result ot a 
number of factors, including the number of cases, previous training, and 
the quality of teaching. 
In seeking a valid basis for prognosis, John Whalen writes: 
Surveys have revealed positive correlation between success in 
the mastery of shorthand and success in the mastery of foreign 
languages. The mastery of these subjects requires a strong English 
background which should include an extensive vocabulary, English 
sense, an ability to construct sentences and an ability to punctuate 
properly. Unless, then, a pupil poesesses this English ba.c~round 
it aeema useless tor him to attempt the study or shorthand. 
Imogene Pilcherl.3 ma.de a study of shorthand and finally crune to the 
conclusion that the best medium of selection is by pupil trial and ex-
perience under careful teacher observation and selection. Kaiser Gordon 
agrees with ss Pilcher by saying, "In the light or a conflicting 
opinion as to the validity of prognostic objective tests, one is forced 
to the conclusion that Miss Pilcher1s suggestion offers the best medium 
yet presented for pupil selection. 1114 
12 Kaiser Gordon, it A Commercial Teacher Looks at Prognosis, tt 
Business Education ttorld, 21: 5 (Ja..mia.cy, 1941), 410. 
13 Imogene Pilcher, "Vocational Guidance in Shorthand," Bw,iness 
Education t orld, 17: 2 ( October, 1936), 106. 
14 Kaiser Gordon, .Qit• cit. , 21: 5, 411. 
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The most applicable and detailed plan thus far worked out and applied 
seems to be that of Elvin S. Eyster which is described in detail in 
ttprognosis of Scholastic Success in Shorthand. ttl5 He made a study of 617 
pupils based upon five different ratings: intelligence, average English 
grade during the time the pupil has been in school, aver ge of all grades, 
excluding English, during ti pupil has been in school, score on Hoke's 
Prognostic Test of Stenographic Ability, and subjective personal. trait 
rating based on a composite average of work habits traits, character 
traits, and personality traits . The 617 pupils were carefully studied 
ad analyzed from the above viewpoints . In the study, 317 of them were 
"approved11 for shorthand; 138 were marked as having a fifty-fifty ~hance; 
and 109 ere ma;rked as "not advisable . " Of the 317 "approved, n 2.4 per 
cent failed; of the 138 given a fifty-ftfty chance, 49. 2 per cent failed; 
a.nd of the 109 marked as rt not advisable ,r• 100 per cent failed. 
Summary 
In perusing the literature of the field in theses and in periodicals , 
one must conclude that on the basis of studies made and reported, there 
is evidence that intelligence, as measured by intelligence tests, does 
not determine .achievement in shorthand, as me ured by teachere' grades . 
ost of the atte ;pts to fonnulate a set of tests of mental ability that 
ould predict success in shorth.an resulted in very low correlations . 
The average of all high school subjects for the year preceding the elec-
tion of shorthand, and the average of all examinations taken before 
studying shorthand were found by two investigators, working toget er, to 
15 Elvin S. Eyster, "Prognosis of Scholastic Success in Shorthand,n 
National Business Education 1uarterly, 7 {December, 1938), 31-34. 
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be among the best predictive measures . In one study a significant re-
lationship was found to exist between teachers' grades in junior high 
school English . The highest correlation, as found by several studies , 
was in foreign languages . 
a.thilde Hardaway, in "Prognostic or Apti tude Tests for Skill 
Subjects,n discusses the value of predictive measures . For the past 
several years a tremendous amount of research effort has been expended 
in attempts to find predictive .measures for business subjects . Many 
"prophets of gloom" say that it has all been useless . Miss Hardaway says, 
11the few moderately successful efforts and the many failures to find 
measures that relate to achievement in the skill subjects very likely 
have pointed the way to a. greater degree of success in the future . 11 16 
In some cases 'Where zero correlations have been found and accepted as 
conclusive, some possibilities have been eliminated 17.hich need not be 
investigated further . Inadequacies of criteria have been expo ed; it 
has been found that teachers' grades for one or ·two semesters are not 
enough; and that theory tests in shorthand are usually subjective and, 
therefore, have little reliability. These ar~ not adequate measures 
but through them, perhaps, clearer aoures may be found. 
All th.ese findings seem to indicate that much remains to be done 
in singling out those factors which do contribute to success in short-
hand. They leave the way open to further investigation of the relation-
ships which have been founcl to be of some significance in order to lend 
further weight to the already existing evidence. The present study seema 
16 llathilde Hardaway, "Prognostic or Aptitude Tests for Skill 
Subjects," Business Education World, 27:8 (March, 1945), 371. 
16 
to be unique in that it deals only ld,th the work of the student on the 
college level in shorthand and c~rtain academic subjeets and is based 
wholly on teachers' grades in the various subjects . The tables and 
graphs in Chapter III will show what relationship, if any, exists bet-ween 




ANALYSIS OF DATA 
This chapter de-als with the correlations of grades between short-
hand and certain academic subjects taken up in the order of their cor-
relation. As mentioned in the introduction, t·e data is ma.de up of the 
grades of 200 graduates o:f Oklahoma Agricultural and echanica.l. College 
of Stillwater, Oklahoma. These students were graduated during the years 
1936-1941 inclusive. Students graduateing since 1941 were not used 
because of possible influences of the war on education. Teachers • grades 
ere secured from the permanent record files in the office of the School 
of Commerce and from the Registrar's Office. 
'{ It must be remembered that all statistical data are affected by a 
multiplicity of factors which may obscure the meaning of the relatio~ · 
ship found between two observed variables. Karl J . Holsinger,1 for 
example, found that the correlation between high school and university 
grades was . 612, a result doubtless due in part to the m.ental.ity of the 
student. However, many other factors such as his age, sex, nationality, 
interest, ambition, perseverance, health, attendance, internal drive, 
and personal appearance, as well as the type of examinations and :reaction 
of the instructors, doubtless contribute also to the observed correla-
tion. Scholarship as measured by grades is thus a variable n1ade up of 
a large number of other variables, and the correl tion found is some-
times or doubtful meaning so far as causes are concerned. 
1 Karl. J . Holsinger, Statistical ethods for students in Education, 
Chapter , p. 164. 
• 
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Bearing these facts in mind, the statistical data are presented for 
the follOlfi.ng subjects in the order given: {l) foreign language, 
(2) typewriting, {3) accounting, (4) English, (5) science, (6) history, 
(7) mathematics, (8) economics., (9) geography, (10) total grade point 
average . 
As an aid in interpreting the ten statistical tables in this chapter, 
the grades shown on the x- axis represent the letter grades in the above 
mentioned subjects, as awarded by the teachers of Oklahoma. Agricultural 
and Mechanical College, or by the colleges from which c:redits may have 
been transferred. The y- axis represents the grades given in shorthand 
by the same institutions . The letter grades as awarded in this college 
are represented by the numeric quality of 93-100 for A; 85-92 for B; 
77-84 for C; 70-76 for U; and below 70 for F. 
Various kinds or devices might be used in setting up the data for 
finding a correlation. In this study the correlation table for comput-
ing two standard deviations at the same tilne is set up, one on~, the 
other on z. 'l'he unit by. which the correlation is measured is known as 
the coefficient of correlation and the computations made give what is 
known as the uproduct- rooment" or the Pearson coefficient of correlation. 
The coefficient of correlation runs from -1.00 to +1.00. · - l.00 
correlation signifies perfect negative correlation; a . 00 correlation 
s:i.gnifies a chance relationship; while a +l . 00 signifies perfect cor-
relation. between the two variables . 
The captions (ty, dy, f dy, rc!y2, Edxf';y, Edxrly) and the stubs ( tx,. 
dx, fdx., rdx2, Edxfy, Ed:xdy) or the various lines of the tables are self-
explanatory. The totals a.long the right h nd side of the low.er part of 
the table give the Y (or shorthand) standard deviation whil e the totals 
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along the bottom line of the right hand side of the table give the X 
(or subject other than shorthand) standard deviation . Below each table 
on both the left and right are formulas with their computations for 
coefficient of correlation (r), standa1~ deviation of y (cry), stan-
dard error of estimate for y (Sy), standard error of correlation (c:r r) , 
the regression equation (Y . a + bX), and the means of X and Y (X, Y) . 
If there is any doubt as to the meanings of these f cnnulas, the defi-
nitions given in Chapter I may be of help. 
J:"oreign language, as given in Table I on page 21, represents the 
highest corre1ation in the study. This agrees with the results found 
on the high school ievel in that foreign languages held the highest cor-
relations in all instances Vlhere correlated. The correlation obtained 
here between foreign language and shorthand is . 458 * .114. cca112 
says that a correlation of •• 4 to •• 7 is substantial and its reliability 
for prognostic work is 21 per cent better than a mere guess . In a few 
of the high school studies made, the correlation ran as high as .7, but 
was around • 5 in most of them. There were only 48 students , about 25 
per cent , out of the 200 used in this study who completed six or more 
hours in foreign language . This is a small number to use in establish-
ing a coefficient, yet many complete studies have been based on no more 
than fifty . 
Although the arithmetic means of foreign language and shorthand 
are very close, 89 and 87. 5 respectively, the correlation is lo . By 
noting the scatter of the items in the table, it can be easily seen that 
nearly equal means signifies nothing as far as likeness or variation is 
2 vllliam A. cCall, How to Measure in Education, pp . 392- 393. 
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concerned. The number of A's in foreign language, 33 1/3 per cent ot 
the total grades, are double the nwnber of A's in shorthand, 16 2/3 per 
cent . This tends to skew the correlation considerably. It is skewed 
again in the opposite direction in that 8 1/3 per cent of the foreign 
language grades are .IJ 1s while there are no D's in shorthand. 
Graph. I (a) at the top of page 22 sho s the regression line as 
represented by the regression equation solved on page 21 (Y • 56.:35 + 
.J5X). There is a close relationship bet~~en the regression line and 
the coefficient of correlation for any specific data. The coefficient 
of correlation definitely depends upon the regression line . Dr. Bl.air 
says, 
A full and adequate measure of correlation is dependent on a 
full and adequate measurement of the regression. If you fail to 
get a correct regression line, you cannot get a full measure of 
correlation. 3 
Their differences lie principally in the fact that regression is measured 
in terms of the original units of the dat.a, percentages in this case, 
while correlation is expressed as a ratio or abstract number. the re-
gre~sion line is a straight line and if perfect correlation exists, the 
line will pass through the intersection of the x- and y-axes, keeping an 
equal distance from both axes as it is prolonged in either direction. 
In this graph, it will be noted that the line crooses the y-axis at 
56.85 on the y-axis . The standard error of estimate of ~4. 91 on either 
side of the regreusion line includes 68 out of 100 items of data. 
Graph I (b) is a simple graphic representation of the grades in 
foreign language and shorthand, and the number of students in each class 
interval • 
.3 Morris M. Bl.air, Elementary St atistics, p. 269. 
T RLE I 
X 
y FOREIGTi LANGUAGE 
93-- 85- 77- 69-
100 92 84 76 fy 
93-
100 5 3 8 
~ 
85-
92 10 B 2 2 22 
~ 77-
~ 84 l 8 6 2 17 
~ 69-
Cl} 1~ 
rx 16 19 8 4 L8 
dx l 0 -1 -2 
tdx 16 ..8 -8 0 
tdx2 16 8 16 LO 
FAV,v 4 -5 -6 .. 2 -9 
-· . 6 L l1.. J:!.QVOX 4 
Etdx Efdy Edx2 F.d,2 Edxd.y 
Sums 0 -9 40 25 14 
ns 0 - .19 
Correction 0 1. 68 0 
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al.ue ltQ 2J.J2 l{t 
• M • .4,s 
. -w="-- 140x23. 32 
s,- - (]" y '(i. - ~ 
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Table II, page 24, shows typewriting to be second in correlation in 
this study. Both typewriting and shorthand are, to a certain degree, 
coordination subjects and a higher correlation might be expected. Evi-
dently many of the factors other than coordination must enter into the 
study of both subjects. • he correlation of .385 * .065 is near that 
found in studies on the high school level. According to ODell, little 
prognostic val1e could be found in these figures. 
A coefficient of .3() or .40 is high enough to indicate a 
definite relationship between the two things correlated, but it 
is so low that estimates of one of the traits from. the other are 
scarcely better than mer~ guesses .4 
There were 173, 86 .5 per cent, of the students studied who had been en-
rolled for both typewriting nd shorthand. This gives a sufficiently 
large number to make the results authentic . 
1'he arithmetic means of 86.69 in shorthand and 88.4 in typewriting 
would tend to make one untrained in statistics think there is a great · 
similarity, but again looking at the table, it can be seen that the A' s 
in typewriting are double the number in shorthand, tending to skew in 
the direction of typewriting, but the B' s, c•s, and D's show up to a 
much greater extent in shorthand. There is only one F in typewriting 
but this is enough to greatly decrease the correlation since this same 
student made a C in :,horthand. 
Graph II (a) on page 25 shows the regression line with a stand rd 
error of estimate of • 4.32. The line crosses the y-axis at 55.93, far 
above the zero point. At a point one hundred units out to the right on 
the x-axis it lifts only 34.86 units on the y~s . Sixty-eight per 
cent of the data, or ll8 cases, fall within a J.4.9l units on either side 
4 Charles • ODell, Statistical thods in Education, p . 190. 
T BLE II 
X 
y TYPEWRITI.NG 
93- 85- 77- 69- 61-
100 92 84 76 68 
93-
~ LOO 16 7 3 
c:t :!5-::r:: ~2 25 '.32 18 3 ~ g 77-
CJ} BL. 9 26 26 1 
D9-
76 7 
"x 50 65 54 3 1 
:bt 1 0 - 1 - 2 - 3 
r.>dx so -54 -6 - 3 
rdx2 50 5/. 12 9 
f£dxf'y 7 -19 -37 -1 
Edxdy 7 J7 2 
Efdx Efdy Erut2 Eciy2 
Sums 13 50 125 116 
Means .08 .29 
Correction . 98 14.5 
Corrected 
Value 124.02 101.5 
~ C ~ : 43.24 : .385 
1£2~ l124 .02x101.; 
Sy. a:v11 - r2 
o y = i 1Ey2 = 8"1iow. 4. 6768 
N ri73 
Sy = 4.68 ) - (.385)2 : 4. 32 
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b - ~ • 43.24 : .. 31,86 
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- -a : Y -bX 
y = A + EfY.i 
N 
: 89 + =2Q.8 = 86.69 
173 
X = .,_ ~ .i . N 
= s9 + -13.a = ss.4 
173 
a: 86.69 - . 3486 X 88.4 
= 55.87 
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of the regression line . This indicates that only 55 of the 173 items 
would f all outside the two dotted lines on the graph . 
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Graph II (B), page 25, is a graphic representation of the grades in 
typewriting and in shorthand, nd the number of students in each class 
interval. 
Accounting, as shown by Table III on page 27, hae a correlation of 
. 348 with shorthand. '!'he standard error of correlation is ;1:.063 showing 
that 68 per cent of the 197 items of data fall between . 34s + .063 and 
. 348 - .063. A study of the table sho s that the data are well scattered 
with about 5 per cent of the 197 stud nts receiving an A in both subjects . 
The total number of A's in accounting is 1 . 5 per cent gre ter than the 
number in shorthand. The higher grades tend to be in the direction of 
shorthand in the remainder of the table . The subject matter or account-
ing requires much reasoning and does not depend so much upon a me.roori-
zation as does shorthand, t erefore, a high correlation might not be 
expected. The correlation, however, is positive and is 12 per cent bet-
ter than guessing in prognostic work. 
The arithmetic means of 86 .Sl and 85. 87, in shorthand and accounting 
respectively, indicate that the mean averages are about the same , but the 
low correlation shows that those exce11 ·.ng in one subject do not neces-
sarily excel in the other. 
?he regr~s.ion line in Graph III (a), page 28, crosses the y-axis 
at 59 . 93 and tends upv,ard only . 313 in each unit along the x-axis, 
reaching a high of 9l.23 at one hundre on the x- axis. If the individual 
items were plotted on a scatter- graph, it would be found that 134 fall 
within a f 5.989 units of the regressd.on line. Only 6.3 items would fall 
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Graph III {b), page 28, is a graphic representation of the grades 
in accounting and in shorthand, and the number of students in each class 
interval . 
Table IV, page .30, shows a correlation of . 346 between English and 
shorthand with a standard error of f.062. More studies have been made 
using English as a basis for academic work than any other one subject . 
In discussing his study, Mr. iorley makes an interesting comment on the 
use of English as a predictive measure for stenography. 
Just why marks in English should be taken in preference to 
other marks does not seem to be clear in the minds or those who 
advocate this policy. It is true that a prospective stenographer 
(carrying the shorthand writing a number of steps farther) to be 
successful must be proficient in English grammar and composition 
and must be able to recognize, spell, and use properly a rather 
large vocabulary of words spoken by others. So far as these fac-
tors are significant, there should be a correlation to the extent 
that the English covered apQroximates "English situations•which 
arise in stenographic work., · 
All students of Oklahoma. Agricultural and echanical College are required 
to take English so the correlation of English and shorthand was based on 
the total. number of students in the study- 200 . Grades ran much higher 
in English than in shorthand, as is shown by the table . Approximately 
one- half of the grades fall on a line through the center of the table, in 
other words, 100 students made the same grade in English that they made 
in shorthand. 
The arithmetic means of 86 . 76 and 87, in shorthand and in English 
respectively, are within . 24 of a point of each other, yet their corre-
lation is not high enough to be of much value in prognostic work. It 
is quite evident here that there are f actors governing the learning of 
5 Raymond J . Worley, "Prognosis in Shorthand,u The Journal. of 
Business Education, 6:4 {September, 19.31), 14. 
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X 
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0 
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dx 1 0 -1 -2 
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fdx2 ~i; . 50 20 105 
Edxfv 7 -27 - '31 -3 - 56 
IEdxd 1 6 1 7 3 44 
Efdx Efdy Ecix2 Edy2 Ed.xdy 
Sums -25 -56 105 128 44 
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a : 86 .76 - .36) X 87 
= 55.18 
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shorthand that do not seem to affect the learning of English, and vice 
versa. Closely related arithmetic means with a high correlation would 
indicate that those students who made high grades in one subject also 
made high gr des in the other subject . 
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The regression line as shown in Graph IV (a), page 31, shows that on 
the average the grades in shorthand change at the rate of .363 per unit of 
change in the English grades . The line crosses the y- axis at 55.18 and 
tends upward to 91 .48 at one hundred on the x-axis. The standard error 
of_ estimate, i 5. 99, shows that 68 per cent, or 136, of the items fall 
between +5.99 and - 5.99 on either side of the regression line. 
Graph IV (b) , page 31, is a graphic representation of the grades 
in English and in shorthand, and the number of students in each class 
interval . -
The correlation of sci ence with shorthand, as shown by Table V, 
page 33, is . 309 with a standard error of i.0?9. Science, as used in 
this study, includes biology, chemistry, and general science . Since 
science is not a required subject , the number of datum is only 131, or 
65. 5 per cent of the total . This , however, is a sufficient number to 
indicate authentic results . As shown by the table, the number of A's 
in science is 2. 3 times the number in shorthand. This tends to skew 
the correlation considerable at that point . The grades in the lower 
part of the grade- scale tend to be about the same . Prediction from 
science grades would be 9 per cent better than a mere guess . 
The arithmetic means of 87.05 and 88.94, in shorthand and science 
respectively, indicate that the mean averages are about the same, but the 
low correlation indicates that the associated factors in the two fields 
of study have little similarity. 
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The regression line as shown in Graph V (a), page 34, shows that 
the grades in shorthand change, on the average, .26 per unit of change 
in the science grades. The line crosses the y-axis at 63 .93 and reaches 
S9.93 at one hundred on the x- axis . ittle standard error of estimate is 
±5.55. Sixty-eight per cent, or 89, of the items tall within ±5. 55 on 
either side of the regression line. 
Graph V (b), page. 34,- is a graphic representation of th grades 
in science and in shorthand, and the number of students in each class 
interval. 
History, as sho1m by Table VI on page 36, falls sixth in this cor-
relation series with a coefficient of correlation of . 257. 'l'his table 
includes 186 items which is 93 per cent of the total number used in the 
study. This is a sutfieient number for authenticity. The standard 
error of correlation is-!.068, thus making a possible correlation of 
. 257 :t: .068, or t'ro.m .189 to • .325. ':I'here is a greater number of A"s 
in history and an F which tend to skew the correlation considerably. 
Almost half the items tall along the central line, but because of the 
great scatter of the items the correlation is low-yet it is 6.6 per 
cent better than a mere guess. 
'!'he arithmetic means of 86.81 and 87 .11., in shorthand and history 
respectively, indicate that the mean averages are about the same, but 
the low correlation coefficient indicates that the causal factors must 
be dissimilar. 
Graph VI (a), page 37, shows the regression line crossing the y-axis 
at 67.04 with an increase or .227 per unit on the x-axis. The line 
reaches 89.74 at one hundred on the x-axis. The standard error of esti.ma.te, 




93- 85- 77- 69- 61-
100 92 84 76 68 fy 
93-
~ 
100 10 15 2 27 
85-
~ 92 13 46. 21 7 87 77-~ 84 14 16 11 2 1 66 Cl) 
69-
76 2 4 6 
rx 37 79 60 9 l 186 
dx 1 0 -1 -2 -3 
fd:x: · 37 -60 -18 -'3 -il 
rcix:2 37 60 '36 9 11..2 
Ed.vfx -4 - 5 -39 -2 - 1 -51 
Edxd:v 1,-4 39 4 3 J..2 
Efdx Efdy E<ix2 F.d.Y2 Edxdy 
Sums -44 -51 142 117 42 
lleans - .24 - .27 
Correction 10.4~ l~.97 12.0:z 
Corrected 
Value 131.57 103.03 29.93 
r • ~ • 29 . 93 : • 257 
1Ex2.Ey2 11.31.57x103.03 
Sy = C1" Y'l l - r2 
er Y = i 1Ey2 • 8~ = 5.952 
N n]b 
Sy = 5.95211 - ( . 257)'2 • 5.75 








fd:v fdy-2 Edxfy Edxdy 
27 27 8 8 
- 22 
-66 66 -26 26 
-12 24 - 4 8 
-51 117 -il 42 
Y. a ~+ bX 
b = ~ = 29.93 = .227 
1.31.57 
- -a= Y - bX 
y = A• EfY. i 
N 
= s9 ~ -21.8 = s6~s1 
186 
X = A + Etx.1 
N 
= 89 • .::Mt. 8 • 87 .11 
186 
a : 86 .81 - .227 X 87.11 
= 67.04 
Y. 67.04 + .227x 
GRAPH VI 37 
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on either side or the regression line . This leaves only 60 items that 
would fall outside the t~o dotted lines . 
GrAph VI (b), page 37, is a graphic representatio-n or the grades 
in history and in shorthand, and the number of students in each class 
interval. 
38 
The coefficient of correlation of .25 on Table VII , page 39, between 
mathematics and shorthand is slightly lower than that found between his-
tory and shorthand. The range in this instance is .25 * .071 . Mathematics 
grades have, therefore, in this study, a slightly lower predictive value 
tor shorthand than history. The relationship is not enough to justify 
using teachers• grades in ma.thematics alone to predict teachers• grades 
in shorthand. This table includes 174 items mich is 87 per cent of the 
total data. The grades in this table are greatly skewed toward ma.the-
matics in the A's , then swing over to shorthand in the B1s . The C and 
D grades run about the same. 
The arithmetic means or 87. 28 and 87.4, in shorthand and ma.thematics 
respectively, vacy by only .12 of a point indicating that students proba-
bly have about the same degree of difficulty in mastering the two sub-
jects, judging from the stand-point of teachers' grades . Yet, as shown 
by the low correlation, the same students did not make high grades in 
both subjects~only 40 per cent made the same grades in mathematics as 
they made in shorthand. 
In Graph VII (a), page 40, the regression line for the data crosses 
the y-axis at 69 .01 and rises very slowly at the rate of .209 per unit 
on the x- axis. .At the point one hundred on the x-axis the regression 
line has reached 89 .91 on the y-axis . Sixty-eight per cent, or 118, or 




93- 85- 77- 69-
100 92 84 76 fy dy 
93-
LOO l2 10 7 29 1 
A B5-:z: 
< 92 16 35 24 5 80 0 ~ 77-~ 
~ 81.. 11 19 23 5 58 -1 
~ 69-
76 2 5 7 -2 
t'x 39 66 59 10 174 
dx 1 0 -1 -2 
rdx 39 -59 ... 20 -40 
"'cix2 39 59 40 138 
&dvfx 1 -1'3 -26 -5 -l..1 
-. . 26 10 37 c,~Y 1 
Ef dx Ef dy Edx2 Eey2 Edxdy 
Sums -40 -43 138 101 37 
Means - .23""" .25 
Corrections 9.2 10.75 10 
Corrected 
Value 128.8 99 •. 25 27 --
r • E?;v: • 27 · •• 25 
1Ex2.Ey2 l128.8x9().25 
Sy • er y 11 - r2 
Cl Y = i lEy2 = 81101 • 6.0944 
N 174 
Sy = 6.09) - ( .-25)2 = 5. 90 
(f r • 1 - r2 = 1 - ~. 25)2 = .071 
iN 11 4 
39 
tdv2 fdy F.dxfy ... . . ~.Y 
29 29 5 5 
-18 
-58 58 -22 22 
-14 14 - 5 10 
-43 101 -40 37 
Y. a + bX 
b-~= 27 = .209 
Ex 128.8 
- -a:Y - bX 
Y. A + EfY.i: 
N 
= 89 + .::lt.l.a. s7.28 
174 
X =A + Efx.1 
N 
= 89 + -40.s = s7.4 
174 
a: 87.28 - .209 X 87.4 
= 69.01 
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Graph VII, page 40, is a graphic representation of the grades in 
mathematics and in shorthand, and the number of students in each class 
interval. 
On page 42, Table VIII shows eeonomics to have a very low correla-
tion of . 180 with a standard error of correlation of :i;.068. This cor-
relation gives little indication of what the student might do in short-
hand, for it shows a likeness in predictive factors or only 3.5 per cent . 
It is interesting to note that in the table the items are scattered more 
or less evenly over the entire field with only 29. 5 per cent receiving 
the same grade in both shorthand and economics. Since economics is a 
required subject for all conmerce majors, there are 200 items in this 
table . 
The arithmetic means or 86. 76 and 86.4, in shorthand and ecqnomics 
respectively, indieate that students have about the same degree of 
learning ability in the two subjects, as judged by teachers• grades . 
'l'he coefficient of correlation, however, indicates that the students 
receiving high grades in economics do not ne.eessarily reeeive high grades 
in short.hand. In tact, 25 per cent of those receiving A in shorthand 
received Din economics and about 24 per cent of those receiving A in 
economics received Din .short.hand. 
The regression line as shown by Graph VIII (a), page 43, crosses 
the y-axis at 70. 95 and rises a little more slowly than that 1n history-
.183 per unit on the x-axis. As the line approaches one hundred on the 
x-axis, it approaches 89 .25 on the y-axis . The standard error of esti-
mate of . 28 includes 68 per cent, or 136, of the items of data on 
,, 
,: 
either side of the regression line . As the correlation becomes smaller, 




93- 85- 77- 69-
100 92 84 76 fy dy 
93-
LOO 5 16 8 29 l 
~ S5-
< g2 12 l..5 35 l 93 0 ::r::: 
t 77-
0 SL.. 8 28 29 6 71 -1 ::c: 
Cl) 
J9-
76 3 4 7 -2 
rx 25 92 76 7 200 
rix 1 0 - 1 -2 
Pdx -25 76 11.. -65 
"W 25 76 28 129 
E:d:vfx 3 18 29 6 - 56 
" . . 29 38 ~~v -3 12 
Etdx Ef'dy Edx2 FAy2 Edx:dy 
Sums -65 -56 129 128 38 




21.12 15.68 18. 2 
107.88 112.32 19.8 
r - ~ = 19.80 _ - .180 
- 1i&:2:ir 1107 . 88xJ.12.32 -
Sy : <1' Yl l - r2 
(Jy • i 1Ey2 : 81128 = 6.4 
N 200 
Sy : 6.411 - (.18)2 = 6.28 
<Jr= 1 - r2 = 1 -ifijl8)2 = .068 lN , 
-
fdv fdv2 Edxfy Edxd:v 
29 29 -3 -3 
-25 
-71 71 -33 33 
-14 28 - 4 8 
- 56 128 -65 38 
! : a +- bX 
b : ~ : 19.80 : .183 
Ex 107.88 
a = '¥ - bx 
y : A + EfY. i 
N -
~ 89 + .::22.8: 86.76 
200 
! : A +- Efx.i 
N 
= s9 + -65.a = s6.4 200 . 
a = 86. 76 - .183 X 86.4 
= 70.95 
Y: 70.95 + .183X 
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Gr ph VIII (b), page 43, is a graphic representation or the grades 
in economics and in shorthand, and the number of students in each class 
interval. 
The lowest correlation in the erades of academic subjects was found 
between geography and shorthand. As shown in Table IX, page 45, the coef-
ficient of correlation ie .146 with an estimated error of correlation of 
i'~071. Geography., as taught on the Oklahoma Agricultural and ech rd.cal 
College campus is .m.ore or leas a memory subject . It would seem that that 
might be the only factor or siJn.ilarit y bet ween the to. As noted from 
the table, grades in geography run much lower than in the other academic 
subjects . There are ·24 per cent more A's and 81.8 per cent more D•s 
in geography than in shorthand. Thia great difference along with the 
three F•s in geography tend to throw the correlation very lov;. No esti-
mate could be based on grades in geography for predicting grades in 
shorthand .• 
Again, as in the other subjects, the arithmetic means of 86.78 !:.D.d 
85 . 48, in shorthand and geography respectively, are close together. This 
might seem to i ndicate that similar work ,1ould be done by students in 
both subjects, but the coe£!icient 0£ correlation indicates that this is 
quite untrue so far as can be judged from teachers• grades . As as seen 
in the fore- going para.graph ., a great divergence is shown in grades in 
the two subjects . 
The regression line as shown by Graph IX, part (a) on page 46, crosses 
the y-axis at 77.21 and rises only .112 with each unit on the x-axis. 
This gives a line which more nearly approaches a horizontal line than that 
of any of the other subjects used in the study. The line reaches 88. 41 at 
one hundred on the x-axis . The standard error or estima.te ,'z(>.Ol, shows 
TABLE IX 
X 
y GE( 1RAPHY 
93- 85- 77- 69- 61-
100 92 84 76 68 fv 
'~3-
~ 00 7 15 4 2 1 29 
< ' 5-ix: ~2 19 18 38 8 81 t 
g '7-
Cl) IV.. 12 22 23 10 2 69 
>9-
'6 3 l 2 6 
X 38 58 66 22 3 187 
ltx 1 0 .... 1 -2 -3 
t,dx 38 L.66 W..4 - 9 -81 
ndx:2 38 66 88 27 219 
dvfx -5 .... 13 -21 ... 12 -1 -52 
~dxdl - 5 21 24 2 !2 
Efdx Ef'dy Ecix2 Edy2 Edxcy 
Sums -81 -52 219 122 43 
Means - ·'73 - • 28 
Correction 22.oz 14.46 22.42 
Corrected 
Value 182.92 107.,24 20.58 
r = Exv - 20.58 - .146 
1Ri2:jiy2 -1i.83.93Xl.07.54 -
Sy = <f y 11 - r2 
<Y Y: 1~ : 8~: 6.08 
N  
Sy: 6.08l l - (.146)2 : 6.01 








. . fdTf fdv2 ~dxfv !i<lXUV 
29 29 -4 -4 
-15 
-69 69 -37 37 
-12 24 - 5 10 
-52 122 -81 43 
Y = a ~ bX 
b : ~ = 20.58 = .112 
183.93 
a = Y - bX 
Y = A + EfJ::. i 
N . 
= 89 + -52,8 = s6 .78 
. 187 
X = A + Ef'X.i 
N 
: 89 + -81.8 = 85. 48 
187 
a: 86 .78 - .112 X 85. 48 
= 77. 21 
Y = 77. 21 + .112X 
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that the data a.re spread over a wider area than in the more highly cor-
related subjects . Sixty- eight per cent, or 127, of the items fall within 
c6.0l units on either side of the regression line . 
Graph IX (b) , page 46, is a graphic representation of the grades 
in geography and in shorthand, and the number of students in eaeh class 
interval. 
The grade point average does not have the lowest correlation as it 
might seem by its placement at the end of this study, but it seerrBd more 
fitting to place it here since i t is a summation of the grades in all 
subjects . '!'he record sheets of the 200 students used in the study were 
pulled from the permanent record files of the registrar and the grade 
point average ,computed from all grades made by the student during the 
complete college course of study. Table X, page 48, shows the grade 
point average correlation ·Ni.th shorthand to be . :,75. This gives a. cor-
relation of only .01 less than that of typewriting which was second high 
in this study. The standard error of correlation, ~.061, is .04 less 
than t hat of typewriting, indicating that prediction may be made .more 
accurately from the average of all grades. Noting the table, all grade 
point averages are C or above . This is accounted for by the fact that 
the college requires an average of C for graduation. The total grade 
point avsrage i.,hows only half' as many A1s as does shorthand. Ho ver, 
the number of B's 1n grade point average is 1.42 times that of the B's 
in shorthand. The seven D' s in shorthand throw the correlation off 
still more ~ 
The arithmetic means of 86.76 and 87.4, in shorthand and in total 
grade point average respectively, show a difference of only . 64 or a 
poi.at . This, however, does not mean a gre t deal in so far as 
TAm.E X 
X 
y GRADE PT. AVERAGE 
93- 85- 77- 69-
100 92 84 76 fy dv 
93-
~ 100 7 20 2 29 1 
< 85-:x:: 92 6 69 18 9'3 0 ~ g 77-
Cl) 8.4 1 40 ~ '71 -1 
69-
76 3 · 4 7 -2 
fx 1.1.. 1'32 SL 200 
dx 1 0 -1 
fdx 1.1.. -SL -40 
r<ix2 1.1.. SL 68 
Edrl'x 6 -26 -36 -56 
-- - 6 % 42 
Efdx E!'dy Edx2 ~ Edxdy 
Sums -40 - 56 68 128 42 




8 15.68 11.2 
60 112.32 3().8 
r: EXY = ~.8 : .375 
1Ex2.Ei2 160x112.32 
Sy : cr:v11 - r2 
(5 y = 1~ = 8~: 3.128 
Sy= 3.12811 - (.375)2 : 2.90 
<f r = l - r2 = 1 -k .. 375)2 : .061 
ft(' . 1200 
fdy fdv2 Edxfy -- . .c.ww.V 
29 29 5 5 
-12 
-'71 71 -29 29 
-14 28 - 4 8 
-56 128 -40 42 
Yaa +bX 
b: ~::: ~: .515 
Ex 0 
- -a:Y-bX 
Y : A + filz.i 
N 
= 89 + -56.8 = e6.76 
200 
X:A4-~Xi 
= s9 + -40.a = 87.4 
200 
a• 86.76 - .515 X 87.4 
: 41.75 
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prognostic work is concerned when the correlation is noted. The coef-
ficient of correlation does indicate that a likeness of determining 
factors does exist, however., and these should not be neglected. 
The regression line, as shown in Graph X (a), page 49, shows up 
somewhat differently from those or the nine academic subjects studied. 
It cros21ee the y-a.:rls at a. much loRr point., 41. 75, and rises much more 
rapidly~.515 to each unit on the x-axis. It attains a height of 93.25 
at one hundred on the x-axis. The standard error of estimate, ±2•90, 
is much less than in any of the other tables, showing a greater concen-
tration of the data on either side of the regression line . 
Graph X (b), page 49., is a graphic representation of the grades in 
the total point averages and in shorthand, and the number of students in 
each class interval. 
Table XI., page 51., gives the average relationships .found between 
- given academic grades and estimated shorthand grades . The mid-points · 
of A, B., C, and D were taken as 97, 89., 81, a.nd 73 respectively. Using 
these grades as the base for the academic subject and the regression 
equations as round in each of the ten tables, the estimated grades ere 
computed for shorthand. 
The table is read across as follows: with a basic grade of 73 in 
foreign language., the estimated grade in shorthand is 80. 85; with 81 as 
a base, the estimated rade becomes 84.7; with 89 as a base, the estimated 
grade becomes 87.5; and with a base ot 97, the estimated grade becomes 
89.6. 
The standard error of estimate was not used in working out the table. 
To determine the amount o! variation in each estimated grade the plus and 
minus standard error of estimate from the respective tables must be added. 
TABLE XI 
"VERAGE RELATIONSHIPS BETIVEEN GIVEN ACADEMIC GRADES AND 
ESTIMATED SHORTHAND GRADES 
Letter Grade i n Academic Subjects 
SUBJECT D C B 
~ca- Short- Aca- Short- Aca- Short- Aca-
demic hand demie hand demic hand demic 
~rade Grade nrade Grade Grade Grade llrade 
X y X y X y X 
li'oreign 73 80.85 81 84.7 89 87.5 97 
:..aruruan 
~ypewriting 73 81.35 81 84.14 89 86.93 97 
le counting 73 82.78 81 85.28 89 87.79 97 
~nglish 73 81.68 81 84 . 58 89 87.49 97 
Science 73 82.91 81 84 .99 89 87.07 97 
:listory- 73 8J.61 81 85 .42 89 86 .79 97 
Mathematics 73 84.27 81 85.94 89 87.61 97 
iEconomics 73 84 • .31 81 85 .77 89 87.24 97 
Geography 73 85 . 39 81 86 .28 89 87.18 97 




















A Swmiary of Statistical Data as given in Table XII, page 53, seems 
to be the clearest way of summarizing what has been found by computation 
in the first ten tables of this chapter. 
An examination of the all.11!D3.ry table reveals some interesting facts 
with regard to the various computations made. The arithmetic means of 
the academic subjects are higher than that of shorthand in seven out of 
ten instances. The regression lines are more or less similar in their 
upward trend with the exception of the one in grade point average. The 
standard error or estimate runs well over four in all cases except in 
the grade point average . The eoefficients of correlation are all posi-
tive . There is a variance of only .312 between the foreign language 
correlation of .458 and the geography correlation of .146--the highest 
and lowest in the study. The coefficient of determination (r2) indicates 
that prediction is possible but a.mall. 'l'he estimated error of correlation 
for foreign language runs a little high because of the small number of 
data. 
General conclusions will be made in Chapter IV from what has been 
revealed by the tables in Chapter III •. 
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TABLE XII 
SUMllARY OF ST TISTIC L CALCULA'f! ONS 
SUBJECT X y Y =a+ bX Sy r r2 r 
% 
Foreign 89.0 87.5 Y = 56.35 + . 35ox 4.91 . 458 · 21.0 .114 
T .!l 11.UllB,J!e 
Typewriting 88.4 86.69 Y. 55.87 + . 349x 4. 32 . 385 4.8 .065 
Accounting 85.87 86 .81 Y = 59.93 + . 31.3x 5.99 • .348 12.1 .06.3 
English 87.0 86. 76 Y = 55.18 + • .36.3x 5.62 .346 U.3 .062 
Science 88.9 87.05 Y = 63.93 + .260X 5.55 .309 9. 5 .079 
History 87.ll 86.81 Y = 67.04 + .227x 5.75 .257 6.6 .068 
athematics 87.4 87.28 Y . 69.01 + . 209X 5. 90 . 250 6 • .3 .071 
Economics 86.4 86.76 Y = 70.95 + .183X 6.28 .180 3.2 .068 
Geography 85.48 86 .78 Y . 77.21 + .112X 6.01 .146 2.1 .071 
Grade Point 87.46 86 .76 Y = 71.75 + . 515x 2 .90 .375 14 .. 1 .061 
Avera~ 
CHAPTER IV 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Conclusions 
The purposes of this study, as given in Chapter I, are: 
l. To ascertain if there is any significant correlation between 
shorthand grades and grades in the listed academic subjects 
of college students . 
2. To find if the correlation between shorthand grades of college 
students and the composite average , or grade point average, 
is greater or less than that of individual subjects. 
3. To determine to what extent and with what degree of accuracy 
short.hand grades of college students can be predicted from 
grades in these academic subjects . 
4. To discover if there are any appreciable differences in the 
correlations found in grades of Oklahoma Agricultural and 
Mechanical College students of commerce and those found in 
previous studies of high school students. 
Anal)"2ing the data from the standpoint of tha purposes, certain 
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definite conclusions are reached. The coefi'1c1ents or correlation found 
in this study have two points in their favor, that is: (1) they are 
positive, and (2) their ability to predict ranges all the way from 2.1 
per cent to 21 per cent. The correlations r ange from .146 :1: .071 to 
,458 ± .114. Therefore, it must be concluded that there is some corre-
lation between grades in shozthand and grades in academic subjects , but 
it is low. 
Because the subject matter of the courses included in this study 
is very different from the content of shorthand (or stenography) courses, 
it is not surprising that the correl tions are low. The best correlation 
found was in foreign language . It may seem strange that this relationship 
is much higher than any of the others . There must be present in both many 
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factors that are similar in the learning process . The most reasonable 
explanation for this higher correlation seems to lie in the f act that 
foreign language and shorthand are very largely language subjects-both 
requiring the mastery of new symbols and word forms. Since both subjects 
are taken by the students by choice, a rehltively high correlation might 
be expected in the factor of likability. Typewriting and accounting are 
subjects that require a great amount of coordination and manual dexterity. 
Since shorthand requires this same coordination and alertness, this might 
account for a part of their higher correlation. English, being a back-
. ground subject, is one in hich the student has probably had more train-
ing than in any other subject. He lmows that it is to be a part of his 
curriculum no matter what field he goes into, so he accepts it as such 
and applies himself more diligently than in some others . Science is a. 
popular subject of the times, and has a great deal of interest for most 
students . The student usually does well the things he likes to do most . 
History, mathematics, economics, and geography are studies that do not 
appeal to all students alike . They are e.ither required or highly recom-
mended courses for students in commerce. Since these subjects are often 
thought of as "necessary evli,l.s" by some students~ the lack of interest 
causes so e to do little with the study of the subject. A statement 
made by arson A. hennan with regard to the learning of shorthand might 
well apply to all courses in the curriculum. 
The failing student of high native ability undoubtedly tends 
toward f ailure in shorthand through sheer boredom, lack of interest, 
or lack of reason for taking shorthand, while the extremely low-
ability student gives up because the goal seems too difficult.l 
1 Marson A. Sherman, "A study of Prognosis in Shorthand," Business 
Education World, 22 (April, 1942), 691. 
A conclusion that must be reached with regard to the correlations of 
these academic subjects is that there must be a multiplicity of factors 
tending to affect' the student in his educational career of learning. 
Some of these factors must be present in the learning of shorthand and in 
the learning of each of the academic subjects, but the ability to predict 
from some of these academic grades is so low as to be a.lmost negligible. 
As found in this study, the grade point average was as good or better 
for prediction of shorthand grades as any academic subject except foreign 
language. Since the grade point average is a composite of the high and 
low grades of all subjects it, perhaps, gives a better picture of the work 
of the student as a whole upon which to base prognostic work. 
The correlations, on the whole, of the grades of these two hundred 
college students, ran a little lower than the correlations on the high 
school level. Perhaps other factors enter into the work of the college 
student, and factors that affected the work of high school students may 
have had little influence on the college student . From this study, how-
ever, made on the college level, it must be concluded that grades of 
college students and grades of high school students in shorthand and in 
academic subjects show about the same general relationship or correlation. 
It would seem, in view of this study on the college level, and studies 
made on the high school level, that other factors of prognosis need to be 
determined and studies made on their correlation with shorthand. 
Recommendations 
After making an analysis of the coefficients of correlation and other 
statistical computations made in this study, and comparing these findings 
with those of others doing research in this field, it is recosmnended that: 
(l) Further study be made on the college level to ascertain 
if all such studies on the college level correlate with the facts 
as brought out in this study. 
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(2) Since academic subjects have such low correlations, that 
studies be made using other factors, such as : age, sex, work ex-
perience, nationality, personality, type of examination, interest, 
ambition, physical coordination, and any others that might affect 
the student in any way. 
(3) Some device be used for a more accurate and more standard-
ized system of testing and grading, in order that more efficient 
prognostic and guidance work may be done on both the high achool 
level and the college level . 
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